Joachim Gasch

XML Schema driven Database Management of Speech
Corpus Metadata
Electronic speech corpora need to bring together several heterogeneous data formats like
audio and video data, corpus-, event- and speaker documentation and time aligned media
annotations. The metadata management system has to drive data capture, XML native
database storage, dynamic publishing and information retrieval processes. This article
describes an XML schema based standardization approach where metadata (documentation and annotation information) of different speech corpora is centrally validated and
natively stored within an object-relational XML database.

1

XML Data Model

1.1

Introduction

At the beginning of the standardization project, existing metadata standards like the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DC)1, the Open Language Archive Community (OLAC)2,
the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI)3, the MPEG-7 standard4 and the ISLE Metadata Initiative (IMDI)5 as well as the structures of existing in-house speech corpus documentation
metadata (DGD)6 were revised, compared and analyzed. The result set of this analysis
was used as the main input during the design phase of two generic XML schemas to
define the structures of event- and speaker documentation (cf. Dickgießer, 2008). Media
files and time aligned, multi-dimensional media annotations are systematically linked
with the documentation metadata (cf. Gasch et al., 2008).
1.2

Generic and project-specific XML Schema Design

For each of the two speech corpus metadata components in chapter 1.1, a generic XML
schema was designed modeling a holistic catalogue (repository) of hierarchically well
ordered information units. Usability testing and a maximum capacity for future catalogue
extensions were two important goals during the XML schema development phase: an
XML repository schema includes a base of mandatory elements that guarantee query
compatibility across multiple speech corpora (cf. Schiel and Draxler, 2004). Beside these
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mandatory schema elements, a wide set of optional complex elements are introduced
in the XML schemas for optional use within different speech corpus projects (cf. figure
1). If an optional complex from the catalogue is activated in the project specific schema
of a speech corpus project, the selected complex becomes mandatory in the context of
this project.

Fig. 1: Derivation of project specific sub schemas
from the generic XML schema catalogue (repository)

Fig. 1: Derivation of project specific sub schemas from the generic XML schema catalogue (repository)
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consistency andgeneric
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Once,
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XML
following XML schema validation functionalities are implemented and applied during the data entry
repository
schema, the project specific XML schema is fine tuned to ensure maximum
process:
data consistency and quality. The following XML schema validation functionalities are
Enumerations: and applied during the data entry process:
implemented
Implementation of project specific finite controlled vocabulary lists providing possible field contents us-

Enumerations:
ing enumerations. Example: the project-specific semantic enrichment provided by this feature guarantees

a high level of data quality
withinspecific
the project
context.
The following
example illustrates
a project specific
Implementation
of project
finite
controlled
vocabulary
lists providing
possible
country list for the speech corpus project "German Today" (cf. Brinckmann et al., 2008):
field contents using enumerations. Example: the project-specific semantic enrichment
<xs:element
name="Land">
provided
by this
feature guarantees a high level of data quality within the project context.
<xs:annotation>
The following<xs:documentation>[ids
example illustrates amandatory]
project specific
country
list event
for the
speech
country,
where the
took
placecorpus
(taken from the country list ISO 3166-1)</xs:documentation>
project
“German
Today”
(cf.
Brinckmann
et
al.,
2008):
</xs:annotation>
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:restriction base="xs:string">
<xs:minLength value="1"/>
<xs:enumeration value="Deutschland"/>
<xs:enumeration value="Österreich"/>
<xs:enumeration value="Schweiz"/>
<xs:enumeration value="Italien"/>
<xs:enumeration value="Liechtenstein"/>
<xs:enumeration value="Belgien"/>
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<xs:element name=”Land”>
<xs:annotation>
		
<xs:documentation>[ids mandatory] country, where the event took place
(taken from the country list ISO 3166-1)</xs:documentation>
</xs:annotation>
<xs:simpleType>
		
<xs:restriction base=”xs:string”>
			
<xs:minLength value=”1”/>
			
<xs:enumeration value=”Deutschland”/>
			
<xs:enumeration value=”Österreich”/>
			
<xs:enumeration value=”Schweiz”/>
			
<xs:enumeration value=”Italien”/>
			
<xs:enumeration value=”Liechtenstein”/>
			
<xs:enumeration value=”Belgien”/>
<xs:enumeration
value="Luxemburg"/>
			
<xs:enumeration
value=”Luxemburg”/>
</xs:restriction>
		
</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:element>
</xs:element>

<xs:enumeration value="Luxemburg"/>
</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:element>

Fig. 2: Graphical editor representation of a controlled vocabulary list
Fig. 2: Graphical editor representation of a controlled vocabulary list
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for for
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the XML
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implemented
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theparser
event element
unique
XML databaseerror
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on
error because the
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attribute value). The regular expression example defines a pattern for the event IDs expecting a

the ending number of the event ID contains only four digits:

zero leading five digit number at the end. In the example the XML parser of the editor returns a validation

<xs:attribute
name="Kennung"
use="required">
error because
thename=”Kennung”
ending number of
the
event ID contains only four digits:
<xs:attribute
use=”required”>
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:attribute
name="Kennung"
use="required">
<xs:restriction
base="xs:string">
		
<xs:restriction
base=”xs:string”>
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:pattern
value="DH--_E_\d{5}"/>
<xs:restriction
base="xs:string">
			
<xs:pattern
value=”DH--_E_\d{5}”/>
<xs:pattern
</xs:restriction>
		
</xs:restriction>value="DH--_E_\d{5}"/>
</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:attribute>
</xs:attribute>
</xs:attribute>

Fig. 3: Regular
expression validation
error
Fig. 3: Regular
expression
validation
error

Recursive content (multiple occurrences):

Fig. 3: Regular expression validation error

The possible number of occurrences of complex elements is controlled by the element attributes "minOc-
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Recursive content (multiple occurrences):
The possible number of occurrences of complex elements is controlled by the element
attributes “minOccurs” respectively “maxOccurs”. The element <Sprecher> (speaker)
is mandatory, and can be repeated as many times as needed:
<xs:element name=”Sprecher” minOccurs=”1” maxOccurs=”unbounded”>

Mandatory
non-empty
elements:
Mandatory
non-empty
elements:
New XML document instances are generated using default values for element contents.

New XML document instances are generated using default values for element contents. In this way the
this permits
way thethe
XML
editor
permits
the useragainst
to validate
the schema
document
againstpossible
the XML
XMLIneditor
user to
validate
the document
the XML
to identify
errors
schema
to identify
possible
at an
anyelement
time during
entry. For
antoelement
at any
time during
data entry.
For errors
example
that is data
not allowed
by example
the schema
be empty
would
produce
error message
the document
is validated
the element
empty:
that
is notanallowed
by thewhen
schema
to be empty
wouldhaving
produce
an error
message when

the document is validated having the element empty:

Fig.Fig.
4:4:Empty
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Empty element validation error
Content data types:

Content data types:

We implementation exact data format definitions like for example date format specifica-

We implementation
exact data
format definitions
example
date of
format
specifications
forfor
date
tions for date fields
(YYYY-MM-DD)
orlike
the for
numeric
range
the decimal
format
fields (YYYY-MM-DD) or the numeric range of the decimal format for geocode information. The folgeocode information. The following is an example of an XML parser validation error for
lowing is an example of an XML parser validation error for a geographic latitude value that contains chaa geographic
value
that contains characters not permitted by the field format:
racters
not permittedlatitude
by the field
format:
<xs:element name=”Geografische_Breite” default=”000.0”>

<xs:element name="Geografische_Breite" default="000.0">
<xs:annotation>
<xs:annotation>
		 <xs:documentation>[mandatory]
<xs:documentation>[mandatory]
geografic
latitude
event
placeinin
geografic
latitude
of of
thethe
event
place
decimal
degree</xs:documentation>
decimal
degree</xs:documentation>
Mandatory non-empty elements:
</xs:annotation>
</xs:annotation>
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:simpleType>
New XML
document
instances
are base="xs:decimal">
generated
using default values for element contents. In this way the
		
<xs:restriction
base=“xs:decimal“>
<xs:restriction
XML editor
permits the <xs:minInclusive
user to validate
the document
against the XML schema to identify possible errors
			
<xs:minInclusive
value=“-180.0“/>
value="-180.0"/>
			
value=“180.0“/>
at any time
during data <xs:maxInclusive
entry. For<xs:maxInclusive
example value="180.0"/>
an element
that is not allowed by the schema to be empty
</xs:restriction>
		an
</xs:restriction>
would produce
error message
when the document is validated having the element empty:
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:element>
</xs:element>

Fig.
5: Data type validation error
Fig. 4: Empty element validation error
Fig. 5: Data type validation error

Content data types:
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Native XML Database Storage and Processing

2.1

XML Data Entry

5

Fig.based
6: Web based
XMLeditor
editor client/server
application application
Fig. 6: Web
XML
client/server

XML instances basically can originate from two different sources. They can be manually
created using an XML editor application. Or the metadata might already be available in
another machine readable source format. In case of pre-existing electronic metadata, an
automated bulk data mapping process can be set up to transform, validate and import
the generated XML data into the XML database. For metadata exchange with
other
7
institutions an automated export mapping process can be set up.
The XML instances are locally validated against their corresponding project-specific
XML sub schema using the validating XML editor application or directly inside the
source data mapping process. During the import process of the Oracle XML database,
the schema references of the XML instances are changed from the project-specific sub
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schema to the catalogue schema location. In this way XML instances that were created
with different project-specific schemas are all validated against the same XML catalogue
schema.
We use a browser-based schema validating XML authoring solution7 to edit the XML
documentation instances. The XML editor browser plug-in is driven by a web based
client/server application implemented in Oracle PL/SQL. The application controls personalized user access, unique document ID assignment and document workflow. The XML
Editor provides an ergonomic user support during XML data entry and also guarantees
syntactic and semantic data quality due to the customization of the underlying project
specific XML schemas (cf. figure 6).
2.2

Oracle XML Database Storage

Once the XML instances have been finally revised, the documents are ready for import
into the XML database. The Oracle 11g object relational XML database8 basically distinguishes three different types of internal processing and storage of XML instances:
unstructured, binary and structured XML database storage9.
In the unstructured storage case, the XML database only checks if a document is
syntactically well formed without validating it against an XML schema and writes the
document instance into an XMLType CLOB (character large object) field. When retrieving document content, the Document Object Model (DOM) has to be built first in
memory for each XML instance. This makes this alternative very time consuming for
large amounts of data and complex XML structures so that it should be used especially
for document-centric cases.
With the binary XML storage approach, the xml data is first syntactically parsed
and the result of the parsing process is then stored in a post-parse, binary format. The
binary stored DOM images of the parsing results highly increase the performance of
XML information retrieval processes for document-centric scenarios.
We decided to use the structured storage approach (schema based processing of the
XML data) to store documentation instances (cf. figure 7). With this approach, first the
XML schema is registered in the database and an XMLType table is generated according
to the XML schema. Then an internal object relational database structure is created that
models the DOM types of the XML instances as described in the XML schema. The
XML instances are semantically validated against their XML schema during the import
process (XML parser). Using this object relational approach, content retrieval for datacentric structures is much faster than with unstructured storage because the DOMs do not

7 Altova Authentic (Browser Edition): http://www.altova.com/products/authentic/web_based_
xml_forms.html
8 Oracle XML DB, URL: http://www.oracle.com/technology/ tech/xml/xmldb/index.html
9 Oracle XML DB storage options - unstructured, binary and structured storage: http://download.
oracle.com/docs/cd/B28359_01/appdev.111/b28369/xdb01int.htm#BABECDCF
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have to be built at runtime. In contrary to the binary approach, with structured storage
all XML instances must be compliant with the underlying XML schema.

7: Oracle
11gXML
XML database
(structured
storage model)
FigureFigure
7: Oracle
11g
database
(structured
storage model)
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The XML schema aware processing of XML instances enables the implementation of
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complete
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As the
complete
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is wellinformation
known, informational
units
can be
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retrieved in their
XQuery
worksinwith
XML
documents
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way asworks
the
informational
unitssemantic
can becontexts.
precisely
retrieved
their
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XQuery
Standard
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Language (SQL)
used to retrieve
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table structures
in the(SQL)
relational
with XML
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the Standard
Language
is daused
tabase world.

to retrieve information from table structures in the relational database world.

10
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of an
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is the W3C
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WithinWithin
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XQuery10 (asXQuery
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(as
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W3C recomcorrespondent
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XML
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functionalities
structures. XPath queries are kind of limited in the case of XML documents containing iterative structo extract
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complex
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XML
fragment:XML structures. XPath queries are kind of limited

in the case of XML documents containing iterative structures, cf. the following example
<node_1>
XML<element_1/>
fragment:
<element_1/>
<element_1/>

10

W3C, XQuery 1.0: An XML Query Language, URL: http://www.w3.org/TR/xquery/

10 W3C, XQuery 1.0: An XML Query Language, URL: http://www.w3.org/TR/xquery/
9
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<node_1>
<element_1/>
<element_1/>
<element_1/>
...
</node_1>

Getting
...the content of all <element_1> tags using an XPath query is only possible, if
</node_1>
there exists a unique distinctive attribute value inside the <element_1> tag specifying
the concrete
tagof the
query is referring
to.XPath
Otherwise
the possible,
XPath expression
Getting
the content
all <element_1>
tags using an
query is only
if there exists areturns
unique an
distinctive
attributesaying
value inside
tag specifying
thenot
concrete
tag the query
is referring
error message
thatthe
the<element_1>
query returns
multiple
distinctive
results.
It is atto.this
Otherwise
the XPath
expression
returns
11 an error message saying that the query returns multiple not dispoint where
XQuery
FLWOR
expressions get of special interest. A FLWOR XQuery
tinctive results. It is at this point where XQuery FLWOR11 expressions get of special interest. A FLWOR
statement
allows
us us
to toloop
iterative
non distinctive
XML substructures.
XQuery
statement
allows
loopthrough
through iterative
eveneven
non distinctive
XML substructures.
The "for"
construct
produces
intermediate
results
as temporary tuples
of as
bound
variables tuples
called a of
tuple
stream,
even
The “for”
construct
produces
intermediate
results
temporary
bound
variables
if the repetitive structures are not distinct on element level.
called a tuple stream, even if the repetitive structures are not distinct on element level.
The following
describes
XQuery
example
the iterative
structure
speech
The following
describes
an XQueryanexample
containing
thecontaining
iterative structure
speech event
taken from
the
speech
corpus
DH:
event taken from the speech corpus DH:
select
selectxmlquery('
xmlquery(‘
for $i in ora:view("t_events_1_1")/Ereignis
for by
$i$i/@Kennung
in ora:view(“t_events_1_1”)/Ereignis
order
order
by $i/@Kennung
return
($i/@Kennung,
$i/Basisdaten/E-Ort/Ortsname,$i/Sprechereignis/@Kennung
returncontent)
($i/@Kennung,
$i/Basisdaten/E-Ort/Ortsname,$i/Sprechereignis/@Kennung
)' returning
from dual;

)’ returning content) from dual;

Fig. 8:Fig.
XQuery
retrieval
interface
(iterative
XML structures)
8: XQuery
retrieval interface
(iterative
XML structures)
11 FLWOR (abbreviation): for, let, where, order by, return

11

FLWOR (abbreviation): for, let, where, order by, return
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In the above example we select the event IDs, the city names and the iterative speech
event IDs for all events that have city names starting with “B”. This example illustrates
that iterative speech event IDs are retrieved by the XQuery statement in the same way
asInitthe
is above
the case
for the
unique
IDs.the city names and the iterative speech event IDs for all
example
we select
the event
event IDs,
events
that have city
names starting
with "B".
This example
illustrates
thatpowerful
iterative speech
event IDs are
As already
mentioned,
XQuery
statements
provide
very
functionality
for
retrieved by the XQuery statement in the same way as it is the case for the unique event IDs.
a precise extraction of information pieces out of their semantic contexts. The following
XQuery
a complete
geographic
event
information
subset
from of
the
As alreadyexample
mentioned,extracts
XQuery statements
provide
very powerful
functionality
for a precise
extraction
information
pieces
out of their semantic contexts. The following XQuery example extracts a complete
speech
corpus
DH:
geographic event information subset from the speech corpus DH:

select xmlquery(‘
select xmlquery('
for $i in ora:view(“t_events_1_1”)/Ereignis
for $i in ora:view("t_events_1_1")/Ereignis
where
ora:matches($i/@Kennung, "DH")
“DH”)
where ora:matches($i/@Kennung,
and
“Deutschland”)
and ora:matches($i/Basisdaten/E-Ort/Land,
ora:matches($i/Basisdaten/E-Ort/Land, "Deutschland")
and
“Baden|Sachsen”)
and ora:matches($i/Basisdaten/E-Ort/Region,
ora:matches($i/Basisdaten/E-Ort/Region, "Baden|Sachsen")
order by
order
by $i/@Kennung
$i/@Kennung
return
($i/@Kennung,
$i/Basisdaten/E-Ort/Ortsname,
return ($i/@Kennung, $i/Basisdaten/E-Ort/Ortsname,
$i/Basisdaten/E-Ort/Einwohnerzahl,
$i/Basisdaten/E-Ort/Einwohnerzahl,
$i/Basisdaten/E-Ort/Koordinaten/Geocode/Geografische_Länge,
$i/Basisdaten/E-Ort/Koordinaten/Geocode/Geografische_Länge,
$i/Basisdaten/E-Ort/Koordinaten/Geocode/Geografische_Breite
)' $i/Basisdaten/E-Ort/Koordinaten/Geocode/Geografische_Breite
returning content) from dual
)‘ returning content) from dual

Fig. 9: XQuery
retrieval
interface
(geographic
information
Fig. 9: XQuery
retrieval
interface (geographic
information
subsets) subsets)
In the example we select the event IDs, the town names, the numbers of inhabitants and
the geocodes for all events that have been recorded in Germany in the federal states of
Baden-Württemberg or Sachsen and that belong to the speech corpus “DH”. With the
11
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result set of this query the dynamic creation of geographic maps is planned for the near
future.
2.3.2 XML Full-Text Search
XQuery statements provide powerful retrieval functionality for experienced users. But
one great disadvantage of this technology is their requirement that the user has a detailed
knowledge of the information structure to perform a query12. Users that are new to the
system certainly prefer a simple full-text search functionality to start exploring speech
corpus metadata documents without knowing their exact structure. The full-text search
module provided therefore ignores the XML tag structure and only considers pure element content. In the same way as for relational tables, the Oracle XML database also
operates an Oracle Context Index (CTXSYS.CONTEXT) that can be applied for full-text
searches over natively stored XML instances.
2.4

Online Publishing

Fig. 10: Browser application for customizable speech event navigation

Fig. 10: Browser application for customizable speech event navigation
The centrally bundled XML database storage of documentation components of speech
corpora
on corpus, event, global speaker data and media annotation level allows the
3 Outlook
theplan
near future
plan to
extend the system
to include
the support
management
of XML
schema based
anno12ForWe
to usewe
AJAX
technology
to provide
instant
to the
user during
the XQuery
tations of audio and video signals (e.g. orthographic and phonetic transcriptions). The integration of metadefinition process: XML Schema based suggestions will be helpful while filling in the XML
information and signal annotations into the XML database storage model will allow us to bundle all corexpressions
offor
thethe
XQuery.
puspath
related
information
retrieval processes and to perform complex queries against the complete
XML data collections.
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publication of personalized views of browsable, well structured corpus information and
precise access to media data. Such fine grained views may vary depending on individual
user needs. Personalized information representations are generated directly by the database application. First, all necessary XML instances and related XSL transformations
are read from the database. Then a specific view is dynamically generated by the Oracle
XSLT processor applying the XSL transformations to the underlying XML data collections. Figure 10 shows an example of a user customized event documentation view.
Here, too, media resources are dynamically linked with the documentation view during
the XSL transformation process.

3

Outlook

For the near future we plan to extend the system to include the management of XML
schema based annotations of audio and video signals (e.g. orthographic and phonetic
transcriptions). The integration of meta- information and signal annotations into the
XML database storage model will allow us to bundle all corpus related information for
the retrieval processes and to perform complex queries against the complete XML data
collections.
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